Fitting the
Directional line

Looking after
your Magnifier

• This feature is optional

Learning to navigate under
magnification is enhanced when a
direction line is added to the lens.
The lens direction line is best placed
according to your preferred
navigating position, A or B.
Fitting the direction line:
Step 1
Choose option A or B for your
preferred navigating locating
position.
A. The lens will sit directly over the
Str8 compass navigating tip
B. The lens will sit midpoint along the
Str8 compass main pointing line

Every endeavour has been
made to present your new Str8
magnifier in great condition.

Step 2
Insert the locating pin (included)
in the A or B hole and press down
until secure. To remove, turn
compass over and using a small
pin, push locating pin until the
head is released.
Step 3
With the lens in position ( A or B )
carefully attach the lens sticker
( included ) to the edge of the
lens parallel to the Str8 compass
pointing lines.
Step 4
Rotate the lens 180 degrees to
place in resting position.

Maintenance considerations:
- Clean with a non-scratch
microfiber wipe.
- Store away from direct sunlight
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Support & Warranty &
Crash Replacement
For all sales support, warranty
or the Str8 crash replacement
program information please
contact Str8 compass directly
at www.str8compass.com

A BETTER WAY
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Welcome
Congratulations
& thanks for choosing
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Innovation
by design

Detail in
every element

Features:

Features:

1. Magnification Rate
up to x 1.5 original

6. High strength
moulded Alloy tower

2. “On the Run”
Lens tensioning

7. Ergonomic thumb
slots. Adjustable angle
+/- 20 degrees

3. 60mm edge to edge Lens
4. Directional Pointing Line
*optional sticker set
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5. Lens Position locator
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*optional A or B position
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8. Twin Mounting studs.
Exact compatibility to Str8
9. Smooth action lens pivot
10. Replaceable silicon
lens damper

www.str8compass.com

